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lines of thought running through Milton's tractate.
Writing to Mr. Hartlib, he proceeds to set down 'that
voluntary idea, which hath long in silence presented itself
to me, of a better education in extent and comprehension
far more large, and yet of time far shorter and of attain-
ment far more certain than hath yet been in practice/
He asks his friend 'to accept these few observations
which have flowered off, and are as it were the burnish-
ings of many Btudidlis and contemplative years altogether
spent in the search of civil and religious knowledge, and
since it pleased you so well in the relating, I here give
you them to dispose of.'
Milton begins by the principle that the end of learn-
ing is to repair the sins of our first parents by regaining
to know God aright; and, because God can only be
known in His works, we must by the knowledge of sensible
things arrive gradually at the contemplation of the in-
sensible and invisible. Now we "must begin with lan-
guage ; but language is only the instrument conveying to
us things useful to be known. No man can be called
learned who does not know the solid things in languages
as well as the languages themselves. Here we see asserted
the important principle that words and things must go
together, and that things are more important than words.
The next principle with which we are familiar in the
writings of Comenius and others, is that we must proceed
from the easier to the more difficult We are warned
against ' a preposterous exaction, forcing the empty wits
of children to compose themes, verses, and orations,
which are the acts of the ripest judgment/ Matters were
indeed far worse in Milton's time than they are now in
this respect. We have to a great extent thrown off the
tyranny of the grammarians and the schoolmen. But we
are still guilty of the i error of misspending our prime

